Jackson--Beach: Proctology in America resent the insinuation which the Frenchman thought I had made. This has ever been evidenced by the courtesies which you have extended to those of us who have visited you individually in the past.
I do not think I am wrong in stating that the fact that the American proctologist is a more distinct specialist is a part of our tendency to individualization in every field of endeavour, whether industrial, professional, or otherwise. Professionally this tendency to individualization has reached its consummation in the Mayo Clinic, one of whose staff is a Fellow of our Proctologic Society, but was unfortunately unable to accompany us on our visit here.
There are advantages and disadvantages in such distinct specialization, but this is neither the time nor the place to bring up the arguments for and against.
Personally I have a positive leaning towards this specialization and I think most of the American Fellows feel much the same way. It is enough to say, however, that such a tendency is distinctly strong in America, as is shown by the much discussed but ever-growing practice there on the part of members of the medical and surgical professions to enter into group practice and divide their labours. One thing is certain, that no such group is complete without a member who is skilled in proctology, and in proof of this I need only to cite the arguments advanced by Dr. Zobel in his presidential address before our Society.
No doubt too you, Members of the Sub-section of Proctology of the Royal Society of Medicine, will be interested in the present problems, and the future of the specialty in America. At present we have to contend with the utterly inadequate teaching of the elements of proctology in our medical schools, the poor proctologic work of the general surgeons in our hospitals, the intolerance of those surgeons toward a comparatively new specialty, the activities of advertising proctologists and firms of proctologists, the scarcity of legitimate proctologists, and the ignorance of the laity that there is such a specialty. Individual improvement is of course a part of the reason for Fellowship in the American Proctologic Society, but the organization has a higher and an altruistic mission for the future, and that is to solve the many problems and conditions which I mentioned. An unselfish and intensive campaign will do this; this must be carried on also in the Section of Gastro-Enterology and Proctology of the American Medical Association, which corresponds to your Sub-section of Proctology of the Royal Society of Medicine, though covering a broader field.
Incidentally, as I happen to hold also the Chairmanship of this Section of the American Medical Association, I may bring you, also semi-officially, the greetings of that great organization as well as those of the American Proctologic Society.
The Evolution of Proctology in America.
By WILLIAM M. BEACH, M.D. (Pittsburg). (ABSTRACT.) AFTER a survey of the evolution of specialism in America, the author described the origin of the American Proctologic Society. He emphasized the peculiar difficulties that were encountered in the early days owing to rectal practice being then almost entirely in the hands of non-qualified charlatans; and he showed how the Society was at last successfully launched in 1898, with Dr. Joseph H. Matthews as its first President and himself (Dr. Beach) as the first Secretary. Since then the Society had steadily progressed and gone ahead. The present occasion marked their twenty-fifth anniversary.
